Affiliate with the National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians

The National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians (NAEMT) recognizes the importance of working collaboratively with other EMS associations to strengthen the EMS profession. We offer like-mission EMS associations the opportunity to become affiliated with NAEMT and obtain valuable benefits for your association and its members.

What is affiliation?
It’s a formal relationship between NAEMT and an EMS association that helps further the shared purpose and objectives of both NAEMT and the affiliate to address key issues that impact EMS practitioners.

What value is obtained through affiliation?
- Representation on NAEMT’s Affiliate Advisory Council, which advises the NAEMT Board of Directors on issues and concerns within EMS at the state and local levels. The Council meets via teleconference each quarter. These meetings include a presentation by a recognized expert on an issue of high priority for EMS. The Council also has one face-to-face annual meeting, including a luncheon, each year in conjunction with EMS World Expo. At the annual meeting, presentations are made by the leaders of national EMS organizations.
- 25% discount on NAEMT membership for your members, which includes all the individual membership benefits;
- Ability to offer combined membership to grow your membership and reap monetary rewards from NAEMT;
- Information sharing on the major activities being undertaken (by NAEMT and the affiliate) and on issues of concern being considered and/or addressed by the EMS community;
- Regular updates on pending federal legislation impacting EMS practitioners and NAEMT’s position on such legislation, as well as updates from affiliates on state and local legislation impacting EMS practitioners;
- A listing as an affiliate of NAEMT on its web site and in its annual report;
- A link from the NAEMT web site to your organization’s web site.

Continued on reverse side.
Why affiliate?
Affiliation provides your organization the opportunity to network with other EMS organizations on issues that affect your members. It allows for EMS organizations in conjunction with NAEMT to collectively move the EMS agenda forward on issues that affect all practitioners.

About NAEMT
The National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians (NAEMT) is the nation’s only organization solely dedicated to representing the professional interests of all EMS practitioners, including paramedics, advanced emergency medical technicians, emergency medical technicians, emergency medical responders and other professionals working in prehospital emergency medicine. NAEMT members work in all sectors of EMS, including government service agencies, fire departments, hospital-based ambulance services, private companies, industrial and special operations settings, and in the military.

Affiliate with NAEMT today.
To learn more about affiliation or to become an affiliate, visit www.naemt.org and click on the Affiliates page in the About Us section, call 1-800-346-2368 or e-mail info@naemt.org.